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Forensic Case Number(s), if applicable: Agency Case Number(s), if applicable: 
2019-12989 2019-12991 2019-13126 2019-13131  
2019-13132 2019-13134 2019-13135 2019-13137  
2019-13140 2019-13159 2019-13145 2019-13168  
2019-13171 2019-13182 2019-13184 2019-20311  
2019-11260 2019-14945 2020-02320 2019-14994  
2019-12942 2019-13148 2019-12992 2019-13119  
2019-13179 2019-12940 2019-12950 2019-12995  
2019-13001 2019-17121 2019-12996 2019-13000  
2019-13116 2019-13181 2019-13178 2019-14499  
2019-15487 2019-14374 2019-14677 2019-14785  
2019-12941 2019-12943 2019-13070 2019-13113  
2019-17029 2019-17589 2019-14866 2019-20653  
2019-08161 2019-14950 2019-15001 2019-15071  
2019-15091 2019-15110 2019-15159 2019-15210  
2019-15217 2019-15220 2019-15627 2019-15724  
2019-13123 2019-13124 2019-13163 2019-13164  
2019-13176 2019-14947 2019-14949 

098706819 098758619 099385419 099309019 
099652819 099546319 099965119 099727219 
100129319 100058819 098830419 099543819 
099641419 099009819 098979819 166259219 
082975819 115442919 020929220 115899519 
097803719 100152019 098743619 099150919 
098841719 098194719 098172319 098704019 
098346219 132561319 098747419 098728119 
099710719 099576219 099803919 111395919 
119907019 109819819 113314919 113367619 
098153619 098124219 099470919 099201119 
132810719 139538419 110507819 168933919 
053510419 113234919 115926819 116260519 
117362119 117288519 116798919 116989419 
116766619 117860119 121329019 121565219 
099295319 099225919 099524819 100028719 
099805619 115098019 115388819 

 

Description of Non-conformance: 
Temperature-sensitive blood tube evidence items were received by HFSC from an outsource laboratory on a Friday 
afternoon. Since it was unknown that this package contained evidence, it was left out from the required 
refrigerated temperature conditions over the weekend in a secure administrative area. These items were received 
after the outsource laboratory had concluded the requested drug confirmatory analysis. Because only one blood 
tube from each case is outsourced for confirmatory analysis at a time, the other blood tubes associated with each 
case are maintained in the section under proper storage conditions.    
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Additional Information/Follow-Up: 
The CS/CM specialist who received this package was not asked for a "signature upon receipt" because this 
confirmation option had not been requested by the outsource laboratory. There were four additional instances 
where the same outsource laboratory did not request a "signature upon receipt" confirmation option (please refer 
to 2020-042 for more information regarding these packages). Evidence shipped from this outsource laboratory 
typically requires a "signature upon receipt" confirmation. This signature confirmation acts as a cue for 
administrative and/or logistics personnel that the package contains evidence. Because the package did not require 
a signature, the CS/CM Specialist assumed the package did not contain evidence and placed it in a secure 
administrative area. On May 4, 2020, the package was retrieved by a Logistics Specialist who observed that the 
shipment was from an outsource laboratory and that it contained evidence. A paper chain of custody was filled out 
and the package was placed in a refrigerator.   
 
Previously, the Logistics section was under the Client Services & Case Management Division. While at the 1200 
Travis location, packages were predominately intercepted by Logistics Specialist(s). It was the responsibility of the 
Logistics Specialist(s) to initiate the paper chain of custody when receiving outsourced evidence. After moving to 
500 Jefferson, Logistics maintained this responsibility. Logistics desk area is within CS/CM space and the storeroom 
is located on the 13th floor. As of February/March 2020, Logistics became the Logistics and Equipment Department 
and shifted to be under the Finance Division; however, Logistics desk area remains in CS/CM space. Due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, on the date of this incident, Logistics was operating on a modified schedule. This included 
altered hours of work as well as moving a Logistics Specialist to be housed inside the storeroom (as opposed to the 
CS/CM space). During this time, CS/CM personnel were receiving packages on behalf of Logistics.    
 
To be able to address the laboratory needs, the Logistics Specialist is now working more hours to cover the main 
delivery time frames. Since the Logistics Specialist work area is assigned to the storeroom, CS/CM personnel are 
still receiving packages on behalf of Logistics but are now more cognizant and are reading the labels on these 
packages to prevent this from reoccurring.     
 
In addition, this incident is also being used to document a time discrepancy between the photographs taken while 
inventorying the evidence and their chain of custody. Inside of the received evidence package were four sealed 
bags containing blood tubes, photos were taken of each bag for inventorying purposes. After the photos were 
taken and uploaded, it was noted that the timestamp on the camera was off by an hour. This time discrepancy was 
due to the camera time not being updated for Daylight Savings Time.   
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Section Manager: Ashley Henry, Dayong Lee  
Date: 07/15/20 

Division Director: Amy Castillo  
Date: 07/17/20 

 

Incidents or Corrective Actions that involve the Biology/DNA section are reviewed by the Technical 
Leader and CODIS Administrator.   
 

Technical Leader: N/A  Date:  N/A 

CODIS Administrator: N/A  Date: N/A 
 

 

Actions Taken: 
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, access to the storeroom was further restricted and was limited to only the CS/CM 
evidence team and one supervisor. Since administrative CS/CM personnel is still receiving packages on behalf of 
Logistics, access to the storeroom was extended to the CS/CM Manager and another section supervisor due to this 
incident. This will ensure that CS/CM can access the storeroom on instances when evidence is received which require 
refrigeration and the Logistics Specialist is not present in the office.   
 
In order to avoid another time discrepancy on inventoried toxicology evidence, the CS/CM manager added calendar 
reminders to be able to remind staff members to update camera settings to either Daylight Savings Time or back to 
central standard time.     
 
A division meeting was held on June 30, 2020 and this incident was discussed. CS/CM staff, but specifically those on 
the administrative team, were reminded that per their SOP they are required to fill out a paper chain of custody if 
outsourced evidence is received directly by them. An example of how to fill out a paper chain of custody was emailed 
to triage@houstonforensicscience.org and evidence@houstonforensicscience.org on June 30, 2020. In addition, a 
physical copy was also printed and placed in the CS/CM administrative area.     
 
On July 1, 2020, CS/CM staff were provided a recap document of the meeting that was held on June 30, 2020. The 
recap document was posted in CS/CM Teams page, specifically the Meetings channel in the Files tab. The recap 
document was also uploaded to the CS/CM Sharepoint site.  

Summary of Root Cause Analysis: 
Note: Incidents are documented for tracking purposes and trend analysis.  Root Cause Analysis is not required for incidents. 
N/A 

Quality Director: Erika Ziemak  Date Closed: 07/17/20 


